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ABSTRACT: Building mechanical ventilation systems are a major driver of
indoor air chemistry as their design and operation influences indoor ozone (O3)
concentrations, the dilution and transport of indoor-generated volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), and indoor environmental conditions. Real-time VOC and
O3 measurements were integrated with a building sensing platform to evaluate the
influence of mechanical ventilation modes and human occupancy on the
dynamics of skin oil ozonolysis products (SOOPs) in an office in a LEED-
certified building during the winter. The ventilation system operated under
variable recirculation ratios (RRs) from RR = 0 (100% outdoor air) to RR = 1
(100% recirculation air). Time-resolved source rates for 6-methyl-5-hepten-2-one
(6-MHO), 4-oxopentanal (4-OPA), and decanal were highly dynamic and
changed throughout the day with RR and occupancy. Total SOOP source rates
during high-occupancy periods (10:00−18:00) varied from 2500−3000 μg h−1

when RR = 0.1 to 6300−6700 μg h−1 when RR = 1. Source rates for gas-phase
reactions, outdoor air, and occupant-associated emissions generally decreased with increasing RR. The recirculation air source rate
increased with RR and typically became the dominant source for RR > 0.5. SOOP emissions from surface reservoirs were also a
prominent source, contributing 10−50% to total source rates. Elevated per person SOOP emission factors were observed, potentially
due to multiple layers of soiled clothing worn during winter.

KEYWORDS: indoor air quality, volatile organic compounds, proton transfer reaction time-of-flight mass spectrometry,
high-performance buildings, ozone chemistry

■ INTRODUCTION

Ozone (O3) is a prominent gas-phase oxidant in the indoor
environment and is associated with numerous adverse health
outcomes.1 It can readily react with compounds in human skin
oil that contain unsaturated carbon bonds, such as squalene,
glycerides, fatty acids, and cholesterols, resulting in the
formation of volatile skin oil ozonolysis products
(SOOPs).2,3 Volatile SOOPs include a series of carbonyl
compounds that can affect indoor air quality and participate in
gas-phase chemistry. Some SOOPs exhibit high product yields,
such as acetone, geranyl acetone (GA), 6-methyl-5-hepten-2-
one (6-MHO), 4-oxopentanal (4-OPA), methacrolein/methyl
vinyl ketone, and decanal.2,4 SOOP product yields are highly
variable among individuals.4 Ozonolysis of human skin oil
represents an important class of indoor chemical reactions that
can act as a near-continuous source of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) in occupied environments. Some of the
produced SOOPs are odorous1,5 (e.g., decanal), have been
identified as occupational asthma hazards6 (e.g., 4-OPA), can
cause irritation of the respiratory system and skin7−9 (e.g., 4-
OPA), and can enhance the mass of indoor aerosols10 (e.g., 6-

MHO). The reactions can produce condensed products on
skin surfaces3 that may penetrate through the skin.11−15

Indoor O3 and SOOP chemistry in mechanically ventilated
buildings can be strongly influenced by the design and
operation of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) systems. HVAC systems serve as an important
interface between indoor and outdoor atmospheres. HVAC
units in modern commercial buildings include advanced
building automation systems with complex control logic that
can modulate their operational modes based on thermal
conditions, energy use, and occupancy, among other
factors.16−18 The mechanical ventilation mode can change
dynamically across variable time scales, from minutes to hours
to seasons, according to the conditions of indoor and outdoor
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air, such as temperature, relative humidity (RH), and carbon
dioxide (CO2) concentrations. HVAC systems are expected to
strongly impact SOOP source and loss processes as the
ventilation mode governs the delivery rate of outdoor O3 and
the dilution and transport of indoor-generated VOCs.
The application of proton transfer reaction time-of-flight

mass spectrometry (PTR-TOF-MS) has facilitated the
characterization of the fate and transport of SOOPs in
occupied indoor environments. Time-resolved SOOP meas-
urements have been conducted in simulated chambers,2,19−22 a
university classroom,23,24 an art museum,25 a movie theater,26

an athletic center,27 and a residential house.28,29 These studies
have provided new fundamental insights into factors that affect
indoor SOOP concentrations. However, real-time PTR-TOF-
MS measurements of indoor SOOPs in office buildings and
under variable mechanical ventilation conditions are limited.
Time-dependent changes in both the operation of mechanical
ventilation systems and human occupancy patterns may change
the rate of production of volatile SOOPs in modern offices.
Evaluation of how HVAC control strategies and operational
factors affect SOOP dynamics in office buildings can guide
engineering control strategies for reducing indoor exposure to
SOOPs in these environments.
The objectives of this study are to integrate multilocation

PTR-TOF-MS measurements with a kinetic material balance
model to estimate source rates (μg h−1) of three major SOOPs
(6-MHO, 4-OPA, and decanal) in an occupied open-plan
office and to investigate how source-specific source rates
change with mechanical ventilation conditions and office
occupancy. Volatile SOOPs were measured in real-time (1 Hz)
with a PTR-TOF-MS in one of the four Living Laboratory
(LL) offices at the Purdue University Ray W. Herrick
Laboratories. The LL offices are part of a high-performance
building that was awarded a LEED Gold Certificate. The
building was designed and constructed following criteria for
future high-performance buildings and includes a state-of-the-
art building automation and sensing platform, energy-efficient
HVAC technologies, and low-VOC-emitting building materials
and furnishings. The extensive monitoring and control of the
HVAC system and office space provides a basis for new
insights into the influence of dynamic mechanical ventilation
modes and occupancy patterns on indoor O3 and SOOP
chemistry in a modern office building.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Site Description: Herrick Living Laboratory Offices at

Purdue University. The measurement campaign was
conducted from February 14 to March 18, 2019 in one of
the four Herrick LL offices in West Lafayette, IN, USA. The
volume of each LL office is 333 m3, and the maximum
occupancy is 20. The HVAC system is precisely controlled
through an advanced building automation system, and the
ventilation parameters are characterized in real-time by an
extensive array of sensors. The LL office supply air contains a
mixture of outdoor air and recirculated room air (Figure S1).
The ratio of the recirculation volumetric airflow rate to the
supply volumetric airflow rate, referred to as the recirculation
ratio (RR), was determined by the control logic and varied
between 0 (100% outdoor air) and 1 (100% recirculated room
air).
The HVAC system operated under its pre-existing mode for

25 days, which represents the normal control logic for the LL
offices, and in override mode for 9 days, where we deliberately

maintained the RR at 0 or 1. Under the pre-existing mode, the
dampers automatically modulate to adjust the outdoor and
recirculation volumetric airflow rates to maintain the mixed
recirculation and outdoor air at predetermined set points
according to the outdoor and room air temperatures while
maintaining a minimum outdoor airflow of 0.12 m3 s−1. The
outdoor air temperature varied between −7 and 11.5 °C (5−
95 percentiles), and the HVAC system operated under heating
mode during the campaign. The fixed mixed air temperature
set points make the supply air temperature more controllable
after passing through the heating and cooling coils. The set
point of mixed air was 8.8 °C from February 14 to February
25, 17.2 °C from February 26 to March 6, and 17.2 °C from
March 15 to March 18 (Figure S2), which were determined by
the design engineers of the building automation system. The
RR was deliberately maintained at 1 from March 6 to March
13 and at 0 from March 13 to March 15 to explore the
dynamics of SOOPs under each mechanical ventilation
condition.
During the campaign, the mean volumetric airflow rates of

the supply and return air were 0.65 (±0.05) and 0.66 (±0.05)
m3 s−1, respectively, equivalent to a mean air exchange rate
(AER) of 7.1 h−1. There is a room air CO2 concentration
threshold of 900 ppm, above which the system will gradually
increase the outdoor volumetric airflow rate. However, this
threshold was never exceeded under the pre-existing mode.
The mean RH was 21.2 (±8.1)%. Additional details about the
LL offices and their HVAC systems can be found in the
Supporting Information (SI).

Measurements and Instrumentation. VOC concen-
trations were measured by a proton transfer reaction time-of-
flight mass spectrometer (PTR-TOF-MS; PTR-TOF 4000,
Ionicon Analytik Ges.m.b.H., Innsbruck, Austria) with hydro-
nium (H3O

+) serving as the primary reagent ion. The PTR-
TOF-MS was connected to a continuously purged automated
valve system, which enabled sampling of supply, return, and
outdoor air, along with several other sampling locations
throughout the HVAC system (Figure S1). The return air was
sampled in the duct 1.2 m downstream of the return air grille
in the LL office, which represents the room air. O3 and CO2

concentrations were monitored by an O3 gas analyzer (M400E,
Teledyne Technologies Inc., Thousand Oaks, CA, USA) and a
CO2 gas analyzer (LI-830, LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE,
USA), respectively. Human occupancy was monitored through
a chair-based temperature sensor array with a time resolution
of 15 s;30 this enabled investigation of dynamic VOC
emissions from the human envelope. Details of the settings
of the automated valve system, calibration of the PTR-TOF-
MS, and concentration calculations for 6-MHO, 4-OPA, and
decanal can be found in the SI.

Material Balance Model for Characterizing SOOP
Source and Loss Processes. A material balance model was
developed to quantify time-resolved source rates of 6-MHO, 4-
OPA, and decanal in the LL office. The room air is assumed to
be well mixed. The following differential equation (eq 1)
describes time-dependent changes in the concentration of a
compound in the room due to mechanical ventilation,
infiltration through the building envelope, indoor surface
partitioning, emissions from the human envelope via
ozonolysis of skin oil, and gas-phase reactions
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where V is the room volume (m3), [C] is the well-mixed room
air concentration of the compound of interest (mol m−3;
measured in the return air), [C]supply is the concentration in the
supply air (mol m−3), [C]outdoor is the concentration in the
outdoor air (mol m−3), Qsupply(t) is the supply volumetric
airflow rate (m3 s−1), Qreturn(t) is the return volumetric airflow
rate (m3 s−1), Qinfiltration is the infiltration volumetric airflow
rate (m3 s−1), Qexfiltration is the exfiltration volumetric airflow
rate (m3 s−1), n(t) is the number of office workers, Eoccupant(t)
is the per person emission rate of the compound from the
human surface envelope via ozonolysis reactions (mol s−1),
R(t) is the production rate minus the loss rate via gas-phase
chemical reactions (mol s−1), and Psurface(t) is the emission rate
from indoor surfaces minus the surface deposition rate (mol
s−1).
Qsupply(t) and Qreturn(t) were retrieved from the building

automation system with a time resolution of 1 min. Qinfiltration
and Qexfiltration were determined via CO2 concentration decay
during unoccupied periods with mean values of 0.336 and
0.286 h−1, respectively. Qinfiltration was not equal to Qexfiltration as
the HVAC system maintained the office at a slight negative
pressure.
n(t) × Eoccupant(t) represents the total emission rate in the

room via ozonolysis reactions at the human surface envelope
when the occupancy is n(t), which changes with time. It
assumes that the amount of skin oil and other condensed-
phase precursors available for reactions is proportional to
occupancy. We treat the term dynamically in order to capture
minute-to-minute variations in occupancy. We assume that
Eoccupant(t) varies with the O3 concentration in the room;
therefore, it is expressed as31

= [ ]E t k( ) Oioccupant app, 3 (2)

where [O3] is the O3 concentration (mol m−3) and kapp,i is the
apparent reaction rate constant for product i (m3 s−1). We
considered the emission of all three SOOPs via ozonolysis
reactions at the human surface envelope.
The following gas-phase chemical reactions were considered:

the formation of 6-MHO and 4-OPA from the reaction
between O3 and GA and the loss of 6-MHO and formation of
4-OPA from the reaction between O3 and 6-MHO. Therefore,
gas-phase chemical reaction terms for 6-MHO and 4-OPA are
expressed as eqs 3 and 4,15 while we assume there is no gas-
phase reaction that took place for decanal

= [ ][ ] − [ ][ ]R t Vk Vk( )
1
2

O GA O 6MHO6MHO 1 3 2 3 (3)

= [ ][ ] + [ ][ ]R t Vk Vk( )
1
2

O GA O 6MHO4OPA 1 3 2 3 (4)

The reaction rate constants k1 and k2 were retrieved from the
EPI suite32 assuming a temperature of 25 °C. k1 is 8.6 × 10−16

cm3 s−1 (5.18 × 102 m3 mol−1 s−1), and k2 is 4.3 × 10−16 cm3

s−1 (2.59 × 102 m3 mol−1 s−1).
The term Psurface(t) describes the emission23,25 from and

deposition25,31 to indoor surfaces. In this study, we found that
the decay of 6-MHO, 4-OPA, and decanal starting from the

beginning of the unoccupied periods did not exhibit a rate
greater than the ventilation rate and followed the ventilation
rate well (Figure S3). Thus, we treated Psurface(t) as a constant
net surface emission rate, Esurface,i.
On the basis of these assumptions, the governing equations

for 6-MHO, 4-OPA, and decanal can be expressed as
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The unknown parameters in eqs 5−7 are Esurface,6MHO,
Esurface,4OPA, Esurface,Decanal, kapp,6MHO, kapp,4OPA, and kapp,Decanal,
while the remaining parameters were directly measured. The
net surface emission rates (Esurface,6MHO, Esurface,4OPA, and
Esurface,Decanal) were obtained each day during the unoccupied
periods (n = 0) before the start of the occupied periods23 using
a nonlinear least-squares curve-fitting function (lsqcurvefit.m)
in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). This
was done to avoid direct emissions from the human envelope.
We assume these values are constant on the day of interest and
applied them to the occupied periods. Then, the SOOP
apparent reaction rate constants (kapp,6MHO, kapp,4OPA, and
kapp,Decanal) were determined via nonlinear least-squares curve
fitting with a time step of 1 min. The fitting quality is shown in
Figures S6−S8. The gas-phase reactions of the SOOPs with
hydroxyl and nitrate radicals were not considered due to their
low concentrations in typical indoor environments.25,33−36

SOOP Source Rates Apportioned by Source Type.
SOOP source rates (μg h−1) for: (1) outdoor air (Soutdoor,i), (2)
recirculation air (Srecirc,i), (3) human surface envelope
emissions (Shuman,i), (4) indoor surface emissions (Ssurface,i),
and (5) gas-phase reactions (Sgas‑rxn,i) under different
ventilation and occupancy conditions were calculated. The
source rates were estimated as the integral of the VOC flux
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from different sources over a given period. The daily source
rates were estimated as
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where t0 and t1 represent the start and end times of the period
of interest, respectively; Qrecirc(t) is the recirculation volumetric
airflow rate (m3 s−1), which equals Qreturn(t) × RR; Qoutdoor(t)
is the outdoor volumetric airflow rate (m3 s−1); and [C]recirc is
the concentration in the recirculated air (mol m−3), which is
assumed to be the same as the well-mixed room air

Figure 1. Daily mean (24-h average) source rates for 6-MHO, 4-OPA, and decanal and their apportionment by source type. Pie charts represent
the relative contribution of each source type to the total SOOP source rate. RRDaily is the daily mean recirculation ratio, OccuDaily is the daily mean
office occupancy, Occu10−18 is the mean office occupancy during high-occupancy periods (10:00−18:00), O3,Daily is the daily mean indoor O3
concentration, STotal,Daily is the daily mean total SOOP source rate, EFDaily is the daily mean per person SOOP emission factor, [C]Daily is the daily
mean indoor SOOP concentration, and I/ODaily is the daily mean SOOP indoor/outdoor ratio. Additional details can be found in Tables S2−S4.
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concentration.The summation of the source-specific source
rates is the total source rate for each SOOP (Stotal). Daily mean
per person SOOP emission factors (EF, μg h−1 p−1) were
estimated as the ratio of the integral of Shuman to the integral of
the occupancy over the day of interest.
Ozone Deposition Velocity. When estimating the O3

deposition velocity (cm s−1) for indoor surfaces in the LL
office, the gas-phase reactions of O3 with 6-MHO, GA, and
monoterpenes were also considered. The O3 deposition
velocity to indoor surfaces was calculated during unoccupied
periods using the following equation

[ ]
= × [ ] − × [ ]

+ × [ ] − × [ ]

− × [ ] − [ ][ ]

− [ ][ ]

− [ ][ ]

V
t

Q t Q t

Q Q

A v Vk

Vk

Vk

d O
d

( ) O ( ) O

O O

O O GA

O 6MHO

O Monoterpenes

3
supply 3 supply return 3

infiltration 3 outdoor exfiltration 3

room dep,room 3 1 3

2 3

3 3 (14)

where Aroom is the surface area of the office (705 m2), vdep,room
is the O3 deposition velocity to indoor surfaces (cm s−1), k3 is
the reaction rate constant between O3 and monoterpenes, and
[Monoterpenes] is the monoterpene concentration as
measured by the PTR-TOF-MS. The remaining parameters
are defined in the main text. k3 was adopted from a previous
study.25 vdep,room was obtained using a nonlinear least-squares
curve-fitting function. Then, the per person O3 deposition
velocity (cm s−1 p−1) was estimated during the occupied
periods using the following equation

[ ]
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where Ahuman is the surface area of an occupant (1.7 m2)31,37

and vdep,human is the per person O3 deposition velocity onto the
surface envelope of the human body (cm s−1 p−1). vdep,human
was calculated using a nonlinear least-squares curve-fitting
function after vdep,room was obtained.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The LL office recirculation ratio (RR) ranged from 0.1 to 0.84
under the pre-existing HVAC operational mode and was set to
0 and 1 under the override mode during the measurement
campaign. Here, the results are presented from selected days
under both modes to demonstrate the significant influence of
building mechanical ventilation modes and human occupancy
on temporal variations in SOOP source rates and the relative
contribution of each SOOP source type.
Daily Mean SOOP Source Rates and Apportionment

by Source Type for the Living Laboratory Office. Figure
1 presents the daily mean SOOP source rates and their
apportionment on selected days with different RRs for the LL
office HVAC system. The pie charts show the relative

contribution of each source to the total source rate (Stotal).
The source rates were estimated as daily averages due to the
continuous operation of the HVAC system and the extended
periods of occupancy, often spanning from 7 AM to 12 AM.
The source-specific SOOP source rates presented here can be
used in modeling studies to predict indoor SOOP concen-
trations under different mechanical ventilation and occupancy
conditions. Additional details regarding the SOOP source rates
and LL office conditions for each day can be found in Tables
S2−S4.
The outdoor SOOP concentrations exhibited relatively small

temporal variations compared to indoor concentrations.
Therefore, the value of the outdoor source term (Soutdoor)
mainly scales with the outdoor volumetric airflow rate
(Qoutdoor(t)). Soutdoor shows maximum values of 761−794 μg
h−1 for the three SOOPs on March 14 when RR = 0 (100%
outdoor air), with a relative contribution of up to 0.19 to Stotal.
The recirculation source rate (Srecirc) increased significantly
from 139−285 μg h−1 on February 14 when RR = 0.16 to
4131−5743 μg h−1 on March 12 when RR = 1 (100%
recirculated room air). The magnitude of Srecirc is affected by
the recirculation airflow rate and indoor SOOP concentrations,
the latter of which is also influenced by other sources. The rise
in RR not only increases the recirculation airflow rate, but
decreases the amount of outdoor air available for dilution,
thereby leading to higher indoor SOOP concentrations. The
daily mean relative contribution of Srecirc to Stotal gradually
increased with RR (Table S4). Srecirc typically became the
dominant source for SOOPs for RR > 0.5 and contributed
0.86−0.94 to Stotal when RR = 1.
The source rate of human surface envelope emissions

(Shuman) is primarily influenced by office occupancy and indoor
O3 concentrations. The daily mean occupancy varied within a
narrow range during the selected days shown in Figure 1 (2.3−
2.7), aside from February 15 when it was 1.7. As the RR
decreases, the outdoor O3 delivery rate generally increases,
thereby resulting in higher indoor O3 concentrations (Figure
S5) that led to an increase in Shuman. The highest daily mean
values were found on March 14 when RR = 0 (100% outdoor
air), with Shuman = 1493, 410, and 912 μg h−1 for 6-MHO, 4-
OPA, and decanal, respectively. The lowest values were
observed on March 12 when RR = 1 (100% recirculated
room air). On this day, the lowest daily mean indoor
concentration of O3 was observed (8.5 ppb, Table S2).
Under RR = 1, outdoor O3 entered the LL office via infiltration
through the building envelope (Qinfiltration = 0.336 h−1).38 The
daily mean relative contribution of human surface envelope
emissions to the total source rate varied between 0.08 and 0.46
for 6-MHO and 0.05 and 0.27 for decanal, while it was only
between 0.02 and 0.11 for 4-OPA (Table S4). The latter
indicates that emissions of 4-OPA from the human envelopes
of the office occupants are relatively small, possibly due to the
low fraction of 4-OPA precursors that are surface bound due to
their high volatility.2,14,15

The source rate of the gas-phase reactions (Sgas‑rxn) is
influenced by indoor concentrations of O3 and gas-phase
precursors, which are partially influenced by the RR and LL
office occupancy. The daily mean Sgas‑rxn of 6-MHO varied
between 18 and 76 μg h−1 and contributed only up to 0.02 to
Stotal (Tables S2 and S4). Sgas‑rxn for 4-OPA showed a relative
contribution of 0.05−0.22 to Stotal, with Sgas‑rxn reaching a
maximum value of 1035 μg h−1 when RR = 0 and a minimum
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value of 221 μg h−1 when RR = 0.82. Sgas‑rxn was not considered
for decanal.
The highest daily mean Stotal was observed when RR = 1 on

March 12, with Stotal ranging from 4981 to 6245 μg h−1 among
the three SOOPs. Interestingly, the second highest Stotal was
found when RR = 0 on March 14, since the enhanced Soutdoor,
Shuman, and Sgas‑rxn driven by the high outdoor volumetric
airflow rate and O3 concentration coincided with significant
emissions from indoor surfaces (see subsequent discussion).
The lowest Stotal for 6-MHO, 4-OPA, and decanal were 1992,
2396, and 1887 μg h−1, respectively, observed when RR = 0.16
for 6-MHO and decanal and when RR = 0.43 for 4-OPA.
Stotal during high-occupancy periods (10:00−18:00) was

10−80% greater than the daily means due to the increased
abundance of precursors (Table S3). These factors increase
Srecirc, Shuman, and Sgas‑rxn. Stotal during the high-occupancy
periods reached 6259−6743 μg h−1 for the three SOOPs,
observed when RR = 1. Shuman generally doubled or even
tripled during high-occupancy periods with a relative
contribution to Stotal of 0.16−0.62, 0.04−0.19, and 0.1−0.41
for 6-MHO, 4-OPA, and decanal, respectively (Table S4).
Tang et al. (2016)23 reported source rates for 6-MHO and

4-OPA in a university classroom with a single-pass ventilation
system that operated with 100% outdoor air (RR = 0). The
median supply air source rates for 6-MHO and 4-OPA as
reported by Tang et al. (2016) were approximately 25% and
70% higher than the values of Soutdoor in this study when RR =
0. This is partially due to the higher outdoor volumetric airflow
rate for the classroom. The median indoor nonoccupant source
rate in the classroom was similar to the sum of the gas-phase
reaction source rate and surface emission source rate during
the high-occupancy period on February 14 when RR = 0.16.
The occupant-related source rate for 6-MHO in the classroom
agrees well with Shuman during the high-occupancy period on
March 14 when RR = 0, and that for 4-OPA is 2-fold greater.
However, the mean occupancy in the classroom was 49, while
the mean occupancy in the LL office during the high-
occupancy period on March 14 was 6.2. The daily mean Stotal
values in this study were generally lower than the median total
source rates reported by Tang et al. (2016), aside from March
12 when RR = 1 and March 14 when RR = 0.
Per-Person SOOP Emission Factors for Office Occu-

pants. Daily mean per person SOOP emission factors (EFs)
generally increased with the daily mean indoor O3 concen-
tration as occupant-associated SOOP emission rates were
estimated as a function of the indoor O3 concentration (eq 2).
The lowest daily mean SOOP EFs were observed on March 12
when RR = 1 and O3 = 8.5 ppb, with EF = 136, 37, and 83 μg
h−1 p−1 for 6-MHO, 4-OPA, and decanal, respectively. The
highest daily mean SOOP EFs were observed on March 14
when RR = 0 and O3 = 30.6 ppb, with EF= 586, 161, and 358
μg h−1 p−1 for 6-MHO, 4-OPA, and decanal, respectively. The
mean EFs aggregated across all days and RRs were 301, 86, and
183 μg h−1 p−1 for 6-MHO, 4-OPA, and decanal, respectively.
The EFs for 6-MHO and 4-OPA estimated in this study are
significantly higher than those reported for a university
classroom in California in November (6-MHO, 99.3 μg h−1

p−1; 4-OPA, 36.9 μg h−1 p−1)23 and a university art museum in
Colorado in May (6-MHO, 18 μg h−1 p−1; 4-OPA 22 μg h−1

p−1).25 Conversely, Finewax et al. (2020)27 reported high EFs
for 6-MHO in the weight room of a university athletic center,
which spanned from approximately 100 to 500 μg h−1 p−1 with
a median of 134 μg h−1 p−1. The authors attributed the

elevated 6-MHO EFs to greater exposed skin area, soiled
clothing, and reduced thickness of the body surface boundary
layer during exercise, which facilitates O3 consumption and
increased sebum production.
The O3 deposition velocity to indoor surfaces in the LL

office during unoccupied periods was 0.045 cm s−1 (Table S1),
consistent with prior indoor observations.1,39 However, the
mean per person O3 deposition velocity was 1.35 cm s−1 p−1

(calculated by assuming a surface area of the human surface
envelope of 1.7 m2),31,37 which is 3−6-fold greater than values
reported in an art museum,25 university classroom,31 simulated
office,2,40 and simulated aircraft cabin41 and about 50% higher
than that reported in the athletic center.27 We estimated the
SOOP molar yields as the ratio of the molar EF to the per
person O3 molar consumption (excluding the consumption by
indoor surfaces) (Table S1). The mean molar yield for 6-
MHO is 0.048 (±0.021), similar to that reported by Salvador
et al. (2019) (0.013−0.044),20 Yang et al. (2016) (0.02 ±
0.003),42 and Finewax et al. (2020) (0.027 ± 0.007)27 while
much smaller than that reported by Morrison et al. (2021)4

(0.184−0.279) and Wisthaler and Weschler (2010) (0.16).2

The mean molar yields for 4-OPA and decanal were 0.018
(±0.0071) and 0.024 (±0.01), respectively, similar to those
reported by Morrison et al. (2021)4 (4-OPA, 0.001−0.016;
decanal, 0.012−0.02), Wisthaler and Weschler (2010) (4-
OPA, 0.011; decanal, 0.051),2 and Salvador et al.20 (4-OPA,
0.038−0.092). Discrepancies between studies may be
explained by the variability in yields between people,4

distribution in bathing frequency,43 different experimental
conditions (e.g., soiled clothing, clothing type, small skin
reactor, field measurement) and analytical methods, and
uncertainties in estimating absolute VOC mixing ratios.
The elevated per person O3 deposition velocity indicates a

higher ozone consumption rate. Along with moderately good
agreements in molar yields with prior studies, it implies that
the enhanced ozone consumption by occupants might cause
elevated per person SOOP emission factors. The higher per
person ozone consumption rate was potentially induced by the
greater amount of SOOP precursors carried per person in the
LL office than those in previous studies. We speculate that
multiple layers of soiled clothing worn during the winter
season in Indiana significantly increased the abundance of
available precursors and surface area that can react with indoor
O3, thereby leading to high ozone consumption rates and
SOOP emission rates from the human envelope. Clothing
likely contains skin oils and other condensed-phase SOOP
precursors that can remove substantial amounts of O3.

14,44 A
previous study indicated that a single soiled T-shirt can result
in a O3 deposition velocity of 0.19−0.27 cm s−1.45 In addition,
distributions in the laundry frequency for different textiles have
shown that sweaters and jeans may be used for more than 10
days before being washed, while underpants and cotton T-
shirts are likely washed after 1 or 2 days.46,47 Therefore, it is
possible that the laundry frequency can be relatively low (e.g.,
once or twice per season) for some winter clothing items,
potentially making them heavily soiled and enriched with
SOOP precursors. Although there is no literature directly
demonstrating the influence of laundry frequency on SOOP
emissions and ozone deposition, previous studies indicate that
the ozone deposition velocity and ozone-initiated VOC
emissions are higher for soiled clothing than for laundered
clothing.48,49
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Indoor Surface Emissions as a Significant Source of
SOOPs in Office Environments. Indoor surface emissions
were found to be a significant source of SOOPs in the LL office
with a relatively stable net emission rate that was not depleted
during the measurement campaign. Under the pre-existing
HVAC operational mode, Ssurface for 6-MHO, 4-OPA, and
decanal were 294−1076, 155−1589, and 358−1408 μg h−1,
respectively, with daily mean relative contributions to Stotal of
0.13−0.38, 0.06−0.4, and 0.13−0.56, respectively. Tang et al.
(2016)23 reported nonoccupant indoor source rates of
approximately 850 and 1400 μg h−1 for 6-MHO and 4-OPA,
respectively, in a university classroom. Another study in a
university athletic center indicated that the interquartile ranges
of the normalized surface emission rates (by total surface area)
were 0.21−0.35, 2.1−2.9, and 0.25−0.44 μg m−2 h−1 for 6-
MHO, 4-OPA and decanal, respectively,27 while the
normalized net surface emission rates in the office were
0.42−3.10, 0.12−3.5, and 0.31−1.29 μg m−2 h−1, respectively.
A recent study in a residential test house, which has a floor area
similar to the office, exhibited relatively low emissions during
unoccupied periods with mean emission rates of 105, 152, and
141 μg h−1 for 6-MHO, 4-OPA, and decanal, respectively.50

Although volatile precursors (e.g., GA, 6-MHO) and
condensed-phase skin oils can transfer to indoor surfaces via
absorptive partitioning,51,52 direct contact, and desquama-
tion,44 such high emission rates from indoor surfaces in the
office are unlikely attributable to heterogeneous reactions
between O3 and condensed-phase precursors on indoor
surfaces.
We estimated the maximum production rates of SOOPs via

heterogeneous reactions using O3 loss rates and the assumed
maximum yields for indoor surfaces. For example, the O3 loss
rate to indoor surfaces during occupied periods was 6.7 μmol
h−1 on February 27. Assuming a maximum yield of decanal for
the indoor surface to be 0.024, which is the mean yield for
office workers obtained in this study (Table S1), the estimated
production rate of decanal via heterogeneous reactions is about
25 μg h−1, which only accounts for 4.4% of Ssurface (592 μg h

−1)
on that day (Table S2). Considering the concentration of
precursors on indoor surfaces to be much lower than that on
human skin and clothing, the actual contribution might be
negligible. In contrast, two recent studies indicated that off-
body skin lipids on indoor surfaces contribute significantly to
O3 reactivity and SOOP emissions in a residential building and
a university classroom with low indoor O3 concentrations
(mean of 4−6 ppb).29,53 Since the hard flooring in the LL
office is cleaned frequently54 and indoor O3 concentrations
were relatively high (typically 10−25 ppb), we do not expect a
long persistence time scale for off-body skin lipids. Therefore,
the ozonolysis of off-body skin lipids may not be an important
SOOP source in routinely cleaned office environments with
high outdoor air ventilation rates.
The consistent indoor surface emissions are likely due to the

existence of a significant surface reservoir of SOOPs. In surface
reservoirs, VOCs are stored in the condensed phase and can
rapidly partition between the gas and the surface phases,
thereby behaving as a persistent emission source.52 This is
supported by several recent studies that observed continuous
emissions from surface reservoirs by the repeatable “rebound”
effect for a variety of gas molecules after “enhanced ventilation”
experiments,52 absorptive partitioning of a wide range of
organic molecules to indoor surfaces,51,55−57 and the growth of
indoor organic films.58−60 Wang et al. (2020)52 indicated that

many indoor gaseous contaminants mainly reside in surface
reservoirs, rather than the gas phase. The primary surface
reservoirs in the LL office may include the latex-painted walls
(surface area = 365 m2),51,52 porous chair cushions, gypsum
ceilings, organic films on each surface, and deposited particles.
Aside from the hard tile floor, which is cleaned frequently,
other surfaces were never routinely cleaned, potentially leading
to thick layers of organic films and deposited particles that
serve as a substantial surface reservoir for SOOPs.
The persistent surface emissions of SOOPs over the

measurement period indicates that the gas molecules may
diffuse deep into and strongly bond with the surface reservoirs.
They then may slowly migrate to the gas−surface interface,
creating a near-continuous flux to indoor air.51 Interestingly, to
meet the criteria for LEED Gold certification, the office
building and LL office were built with the goal of minimal to
zero VOC emissions from building materials and furnishings.
However, the large indoor surface reservoirs resulted in SOOP
source rates comparable with occupant-associated SOOP
source rates for this particular LEED office building. To
improve indoor air quality in future high-performance and
green buildings, advanced building technologies or engineering
strategies are needed to minimize surface reservoirs and to
reduce emissions from surface reservoirs.61

The highest Ssurface for all three SOOPs was observed on
March 14, when the RR transitioned from 1 (from March 6 to
March 13) to 0 during implementation of the override HVAC
mode (Figure S2). Ssurface decreased significantly from 2179−
2511 μg h−1 on March 14 to 1076−1589 μg h−1 on March 15
but remained much higher than on days prior to March 13.
Ssurface was the lowest on March 12 for 4-OPA and decanal,
when RR = 1. We hypothesize that the observed transitions in
Ssurface can be attributed to enhanced sorption of gas-phase
SOOPs when indoor concentrations are elevated under RR = 1
(Table S2), followed by rapid desorption as RR drops to 0.
The partitioning between the gas phase and surface reservoir

is typically treated as a sorption and desorption process.62−64

In this study, we simplified the two processes with a net surface
emission rate as we did not observe an obvious sorption effect
during the decay in SOOP concentrations during unoccupied
periods (Figure S3). This was not even observed when RR = 1
(Figure S3a−c), potentially because the sorption rate was low
compared to the AER of 7.1 h−1. The net emission rate from
the surface reservoir should be driven by a deviation from
equilibrium between the surface concentration of the reservoir
and the gas-phase concentration. We observed moderate
negative correlations between the net surface emission rate and
the indoor SOOP concentrations (Figure S4), suggesting that
the driving force from the surface reservoir to the gas phase
was small at high indoor concentrations, resulting in low net
surface emission rates. The elevated indoor SOOP concen-
trations due to RR = 1 from March 6 to March 13 may
enhance the sorption effect of gas-phase SOOPs and lead to an
increased concentration in the surface reservoir during this
period.
The LL office temperature increased 2−6 °C when RR = 1

due to the lack of cool outdoor air. The increased temperature
can enhance VOC emissions from building materials and
furnishings.65−69 However, this is not reflected by the net
surface emission rate, further indicating the potential sorption
effect when RR = 1. When the RR shifted to 0 on March 14,
indoor SOOP concentrations decreased dramatically due to
the dilution of outdoor air, which weakened the sorption effect
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and increased the deviation from equilibrium between the
increased concentration in the surface reservoir and indoor air.
This resulted in a significantly enhanced net emission on
March 14. Since the RR was only maintained at 1 for 1 week,
the deposited molecules may not diffuse deep into the surface
reservoir and instead stay relatively close to the surface.
Following the first day of enhanced emissions (March 15), the
abundance of molecules near the surface of the reservoir is
possibly reduced, resulting in the lower net surface emission
rate observed on March 15. It is also possible that SVOC
concentrations increased when RR = 1, which facilitated the
growth of organic films and increased the absorptive capacity
of the film to allow more SOOPs to absorb, later resulting in
the elevated net surface emission rate.58−60

Dynamic Features of SOOP Source Rates in the
Living Laboratory Office. Real-time monitoring of office
occupancy and HVAC system operational conditions coupled
with multilocation VOC sampling via PTR-TOF-MS enables
investigation of the dynamic features of SOOP source rates in
the LL office. Figure 2 presents the temporal evolution of
source rates for 6-MHO and 4-OPA on February 15, along
with occupancy, RR, and indoor O3 concentrations. The
sinusoidal-like variation in RR indicates that the dampers are
constantly adjusting through the building automation feedback
control to maintain the mixed air temperature set point. Due to
the decrease in outdoor air temperature (Figure S2), the RR
changed from about 0.2 at 12 AM to about 0.48 at 8 AM. This
induced a drop in both Soutdoor and the indoor O3

concentration. The latter contributed to a decrease in Sgas‑rxn
for 4-OPA from 518 to 218 μg h−1.

Shuman exhibited high temporal variations associated with
office occupancy (Figure 2). Shuman reached a maximum of
1950 and 683 μg h−1 for 6-MHO and 4-OPA, respectively,
when 8 office workers were present in the LL office. Srecirc and
Sgas‑rxn also increased with occupancy due to emissions from
the human envelope, leading to increased concentrations of
gas-phase precursors. The rise in Srecirc showed a relatively
short time delay after the increase in occupancy, while that of
Sgas‑rxn for 4-OPA presented a longer time delay as it is a
secondary SOOP. The impact of occupancy and ventilation
mode on the relative contribution of each SOOP source type is
presented in the middle plots of Figure 2. When the office
occupancy was high, Srecirc and Shuman dominated Stotal for 6-
MHO, while Ssurface dominated during unoccupied periods. For
4-OPA, indoor surface emissions and recirculation air were the
two dominant sources, while Shuman only contributed up to 0.21
when occupancy was high. Stotal values during unoccupied
periods were 1350−2000 and 1700−2400 μg h−1 for 6-MHO
and 4-OPA, respectively, while Stotal reached 4800 and 4300 μg
h−1 for the highest occupancy periods, respectively.

Influence of the HVAC System Recirculation Ratio
and Office Occupancy on Indoor SOOP Concentrations.
Figure 3a and 3b present the concentration of decanal and 6-
MHO as a function of office occupancy. The size and color of
the circular markers indicate the RR and indoor O3
concentration, respectively, for data collected prior to March
13. The size and color of the triangular markers indicate the
RR and indoor O3 concentration, respectively, for data
collected on March 14 and 15 when an enhanced Ssurface was
observed. The concentrations of 6-MHO and decanal generally
increased with occupancy in the LL office. At a given

Figure 2. Diurnal variations in the source rates for (a) 6-MHO and (b) 4-OPA on February 15, 2019. The top plots show the time-resolved source-
specific SOOP source rates, total SOOP source rates, and the indoor O3 concentration time series. The middle plots show the relative contribution
of each source type to the total SOOP source rate. The bottom plots show the office occupancy and recirculation ratio time series.
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occupancy, concentrations varied by about 0.15−0.2 ppb, with
the small blue circular markers appearing in the upper regions
and the large green circular markers appearing in the lower
regions. This indicates that the 6-MHO and decanal
concentrations increased with the RR and that the increase
in Srecirc outcompeted the decrease in Shuman induced by the
lower indoor O3 concentrations. High concentrations of 6-
MHO and decanal were also observed when RR = 0 for
measurements on March 14 and 15 (triangular markers).
Concentrations were similar to those measured before March
13 when RR = 1. This is due to the enhanced Ssurface observed
on March 14 and 15 (for reasons previously discussed) and an
increase in Shuman due to high indoor O3 concentrations under
100% outdoor air.
Figure 3c presents the correlation between the concentration

of 4-OPA and the product of its precursor, 6-MHO, and
indoor O3 concentrations. Here, the size and color of the
circular markers indicate the occupancy and RR, respectively,
for data collected prior to March 13. The size and color of the
triangular markers indicate the occupancy and RR, respec-
tively, for data collected on March 14 and 15. With RR shifting
from 0 to 1 (blue to red), the scattered circular markers move
upward due to the increased amount of recirculated SOOPs.
Similar to 6-MHO and decanal, the highest concentrations of
4-OPA were observed for RR = 1 for measurements before
March 13 (red circular markers) and for RR = 0 for
measurements on March 14 and 15 (blue triangular markers).
The latter is due to the increase in Ssurface observed on March
14 and 15. Collectively, the SOOP concentrations and source
rates for the LL office demonstrate the important role of
building factors along with occupancy and gas- and surface-
based processes in influencing indoor air chemistry in offices.
To reduce total source rates of SOOPs and occupant exposure
to SOOPs, carbon-based filters and catalytic devices can be
installed in the HVAC system to minimize ozone concen-
trations in the supply air.70−75

Study Limitations. A limitation of this study is that the
partitioning of SOOPs between indoor surfaces and the gas
phase was evaluated in a simplified manner through the use of
a net surface emission rate. However, day-to-day variations in
the net surface emission rate suggest that dynamic sorption
and desorption processes are influenced by SOOP concen-
trations in the gas and surface phases. As the gas-phase
concentrations exhibited strong temporal variation through the
day, the net mass flux of the SOOPs from the surface reservoir
to indoor air potentially varied accordingly and transiently. For
example, elevated concentrations in the office during high-
occupancy periods might reduce the driving force of the
surface-to-air mass flux. Therefore, the source rate for surface-
related emissions is variable in reality. In addition, enhanced
surface emissions on March 14 and 15 suggest temporal
changes in the thickness, SOOP concentration profile, and
SOOP diffusion within the surface reservoirs. These processes

Figure 3. Indoor concentrations of (a) decanal and (b) 6-MHO as a
function of office occupancy. Size and color of the circular markers
indicate the recirculation ratio and indoor O3 concentration,
respectively, for data collected prior to March 13, 2019. Size and
color of the triangular markers indicate the recirculation ratio and
indoor O3 concentration, respectively, for data collected on March 14
and 15, 2019 when enhanced Ssurface was observed. (c) Indoor

Figure 3. continued

concentrations of 4-OPA as a function of the product of 6-MHO
concentrations and indoor O3 concentrations. Size and color of the
circular markers indicate the occupancy and recirculation ratio,
respectively, for data collected prior to March 13, 2019. Size and color
of the triangular markers indicate the occupancy and recirculation
ratio, respectively, for data collected on March 14 and 15, 2019 when
enhanced Ssurface was observed.
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have been observed during temporally resolved direct
measurements of gas- and surface-phase VOCs.25,51,52

However, such processes were not incorporated into the
current model as key parameters were unknown, such as the
SOOP diffusion coefficient and the effective thickness of the
reservoir. In addition, how indoor surfaces evolve over long
time scales from a sink for VOCs (e.g., for a newly built
building)51,62 into a large emission reservoir (e.g., for an
occupied building) remains unknown.52 Although many
experiments have characterized sorption and desorption
processes of VOCs onto various indoor materials for relatively
short time scales,51,64,76−78 long-term characterization of the
interaction between gas- and surface-phase VOCs is needed.
Long PFA sample lines (∼20 m) were used in this study.

PFA tubing performs better than other polymeric tubing in
preventing absorptive partitioning of VOCs, and the sample
lines were continuously purged during the multilocation
sampling. However, there may be some amount of sorption
of VOCs to the PFA sample lines79 which cannot be corrected
in this study. The long sample lines may also allow for
reactions between O3 and gas-phase or surface-absorbed GA
and 6-MHO. However, since the residence time in the sample
lines was <4 s, we did not expect such reactions to
meaningfully influence the estimated concentrations. The
mixing conditions of room air may have some effect on the
fitted results. Since emissions from the human envelope can be
viewed as a “point” source,80 if the room air is not well mixed,
the proposed material balance model may not represent
realistic conditions. The rapid changes in occupancy may result
in uneven distributions in local SOOP concentrations. If the
mixing intensity is too weak, the changes in concentration may
not be detected by the instrument immediately, since the room
air was sampled from the return air duct. This will affect the
fitting quality of the model. However, as the overall air
exchange rate was high during the campaign, we do not expect
the mixing intensity to be too weak. Therefore, it may not
significantly affect the modeled results.
In this study, the emission rates from heterogeneous

reactions on the human surface envelope were expressed as
kapp,i[O3], which is based on the assumption that the
concentration and abundance of condensed-phase precursors
from an occupant are constant. Such a manner simplified the
model and helped us focus on the impact of occupancy and
mechanical ventilation on SOOP source rates. However, it is
realized that the concentrations of precursors in the condensed
phase may change with time and vary between individuals. The
available skin oil for heterogeneous reactions is potentially
affected by many factors, such as the exposed area of human
skin,14 indoor ozone concentration (affecting the abundance of
accumulated precursors), production rate of the skin oil,
degree of soiling of the garment,49 and use of personal care
products. In addition, 4-OPA and 6-MHO can be produced as
second-generation products from the human surface envelope
via ozonolysis of the condensed-phase first-generation SOOPs,
which could be both low-volatility (e.g., C27-pentaenal and
C22-tetraenal) and high-volatility (e.g., GA and OH-6-MHO)
compounds.2 Their concentrations can be affected by a series
of complex chemical and physical processes. To focus on
understanding these processes, more complicated models can
be adopted.14,15
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